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Important contribution:

1 (arguably) exogenous variation

2 excellent data

3 interesting question

Remarks and suggestions:

I estimating equation

I “career concerns:” Does broadband allow workers to find jobs
that better fit their human capital?

I broadband adoption
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Estimating equation
Equation (1):

ym,t = δzm,t−1 + x ′m,tβ + κm + τt + εm,t

ym,t : outcome
zm,t−1: (lagged) broadband availability
κm: municipality m fixed effects
τt : year fixed effects

Estimated on individual/firm level:

yi ,m,t = δzm,t−1 + x ′m,tβ + κm + τt + εi ,m,t

I Why no individual/firm controls (or even individual/firm fixed
effects)?

I Why lagged broadband availability?

Akerman, Garder, Moogstad (2015):

yi ,m,t = δ0x
′
i ,m,t + zm,tx

′
i ,m,tδ1 + wi ,m,tθ1 + ηm + τt + ui ,m,t
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Functional form: logs vs. levels

I ”starting monthly wage in new job following unemployment
measured in 2014-NOK”

I ”tenure length in the first job measured in months”
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Functional form: logs vs. levels

I ”The result is presented in Panel B, and shows that broadband
internet increases the distance by 227 meters on average.”
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Functional form: growth rates
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Human capital

I large empirical literature: large and persistent reductions in
wages after layoffs

I wage-costs mostly associated with losing human capital,
proxied by switching industry (e.g., Neal, 1995)

I broadband might help to stay within career, avoid “wasting”
human capital
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Human capital

I “Panel C shows a stronger increase in hiring of workers with
relevant background”

I this is not a formal test (also: most likely difference not
significant)
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Human capital

Why not do this from worker-side?

I sample of workers who were displaced and found new jobs

hired in same industryi ,m,t = δzm,t−1 + x ′m,tβ + κm + τt + εi ,m,t

I estimated δ provides formal test

Literature following Neal (1995): evidence that wage costs
associated with changing occupation, not industry (Kambourov
and Manovskii, 2009; Herz, 2019)

I use hired in same occupationi ,m,t as dependent variable

I also interesting: look at “skill-distance” between pre- and
post-displacement occupation (e.g., Gathman and
Schoenberg, 2010)
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Human capital

Evaluate directly: does broadband lead to smaller loss of human
capital (wage) after layoff?

log wageposti ,m,t − log wageprei ,m,t = δzm,t−1 + x ′m,tβ + κm + τt + εi ,m,t
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Human capital
Wage-losses of displaced workers (Herz, 2019; JoLE):
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Human capital
Wage-losses of displaced workers (Herz, 2019; JoLE):
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Human capital
Triple differences:

log wageposti ,m,t − log wageprei ,m,t = δzm,t−1 + γ[years of trainingi × zm,t−1]

+ x ′m,tβ + κm + τt + ωi + εi ,m,t

I hypothesis: γ > 0

municipality-by-time fixed effects:

log wageposti ,m,t − log wageprei ,m,t = γ[years of trainingi × zm,t−1]

+ κm,t + ωi + εi ,m,t

I identification from within municipality-by-time

I would alleviate remaining concerns regarding exogeneity of
broadband rollout
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Broadband adoption

”These estimates show that firms and workers are more likely to
use broadband internet from one year to the next as a consequence
of an increase in broadband availability in their municipality.”

I speed of adoption would be interesting
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Broadband adoption

Dynamic partial adjustment model (Nerlove, 1958)

adoptioni ,m,t = α + δzm,t + (1 − λ) × adoptioni ,m,t−1 + τt + εi ,m,t

Short-run adoption: δ
Long-run adoption: δ

λ
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Small remarks

I find higher separation rate and longer tenure?
I ”we assume that ... size of the labor force is independent of

broadband internet”
I what about effect of broadband on labor force participation,

see Table 10 Panel B.

I broadband definition: download speed>256 kbit/s=.031
megabyte/s
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